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Resilience: interacting between 
stabilization and renewal

(c) wikipedia (c) photo kitten
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Exploring & bringing forth 
new knowledge

Exploiting & Realizing

Radically new Adaptations

Navigating new terrain Administrating

Long-term Short-term

High risk, high payback Moderate risk

Irregular progressing Measurable, scheduled tasks

Thinking from the future Deducing from the past

EXPLOITING GENERATED NEW 
KNOWLEDGE

BATTLING AGAINST 
OBSOLETE PRODUCTS

Innovation ecosystems: interacting between 
exploration and exploitation
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Questioning the Mechanistic Perspective

—Assumption(s)
— (Radically) new knowledge is the main source for (radical) innovation

— The quality of being (radically) new can be brought forth in a mechanistic manner

—What does a mechanistic perspective of knowledge creation or production 
of novelty  imply? 
— Existence of rules, algorithms, or mechanisms describing the process of successfully 

producing new knowledge

— Their application leads to (radically) new knowledge — in a deterministic manner

—„Management perspective“
— „Recipe“ for generating innovations

— If one follows these instructions you will end up with an innovation 

— Primacy and attitude of making and controlling  („facere“) 
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Questioning the Mechanistic Perspective
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Or is there something else 
to creating/bringing forth 

the new?
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Alternative: Concept of Enabling

—What does „enabling“ mean in the context of generating new knowledge, 
innovation, etc.?
— Leave behind the regime of control, determinism, and making

— Instead: provide a set of constraints or a facilitating framework supporting the processes 
of bringing forth new knowledge  

—Assumptions
— Enabling = facilitating the process of breaking forth of (new) latent qualities & dynamics | 

facilitating to „give birth“

— Transient couplings form a passage way through the developing space of knowledge 
creation (goes far beyond „out of the box“ thinking!)

—Field metaphor
— Enablers are constraints (i.e., attractors and repellers) in the field of  knowledge 

dynamics

— Knowledge dynamics itself has an influence on these constraints

— Typical structure of a „design problem (space)“
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Enabling: a new Paradigm for Innovation and 
Knowledge Creation
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Enabling: a new Paradigm for Innovation and 
Knowledge Creation

—Consequences for innovation & networks 
— There is something latent in reality/knowledge which wants to break forth (“potentia”, 

“actus”, “emerge”)

— It  is not “visible” or “obvious” in most cases

— It is highly fragile

— It is too weak to break through/forth by itself in most cases

— Enabling = facilitating the process of breaking forth of (new) latent qualities & dynamics | 
facilitating to „give birth“

— Transient couplings form a passage way through the developing space of knowledge 
creation (goes far beyond „out of the box“ thinking!
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Enabling: a new Paradigm for Innovation and 
Knowledge Creation

—What is the difference between enabling and managing/making innovation?
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Enabling attitude Managing/“making“ attitude

Enabling, facilitation
Planned, rule oriented, algorithmic, 

„making“ („facere“)

Providing supporting environment & enabling 
constraints

Following rules & „recipes“, execution of routines  

Letting things go, follow the flow, emergence Trying to keep things under control

Problem setting & paradigm setting
Problem solving & „puzzle solving“ (T.Kuhn), 

paradigm accepting 

Questioning assumptions and methods, open 
ended

Staying within the predetermined problem/
knowledge/search space

Design (-thinking) based / „artistic“ Analytical, „science like“

Starting with blank sheet, taking the large 
perspective

Starting with already existing solutions, concerned 
with details
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Implications of the Enabling-Approach for Knowledge 
Creation

—Enabling is a weak & „poor“ concept, because we have to give up on control
— „Reality does a large part of the job for you“

—Enabling requires an alternative set of attitudes, values, habitus, and 
epistemic practices
— „Epistemological virtues“ of openness & being able to reflect & to let go

— Being able to listen & observe closely | follow/„surfing“ flow of reality

— Being able to wait & to let come („kairos | καιρο ς“)

— Have a love for details and for „weak signals“

— Provide a context of cultivation and facilitation rather than a regime of control and 
forced change

—Enabling requires some humbleness

—Enabling gives priority to reality (and not to our projections)

—Enablig requires ENABLING CONSTRAINTS
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Enabling Spaces
Theoretical background
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Enabling Spaces

“We shape our buildings, 
and afterwards our 
buildings shape us“

Winston Churchill, 1943
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„Dis-abling Spaces“

—Integration of process and structure is not taken into account

—Kills cognitive and emotional processes

—Impedes (physically, socially, etc.) the flow of knowkedge
— In many cases this implies impediment of social interaction and flow (and vice versa) 
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Enabling Spaces

Research question(s):
— How do we have to design environments and eco-systems which support processes of 

innovation and knowledge creation?

— Which role does an „attitude of enabling“ play in such spaces?

— How can the approach of enabling be realized in a concrete space?
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Enabling Spaces

—What is an enabling space?
— Enabling space is a space enabling, supporting, and facilitating knowledge- and 

innovation work

— However: we are following a very wide understanding of space

—Dimensions of enabling spaces
— Physical/architectural

— Social (e.g., trust) | organizational

— Cognitive

— Emotional 

— Technological, virtual

— Epistemological

— Cultural, etc. 
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Enabling Space

—Space is understood in a broad sense:
— A space provides enabling structures as well as constraints allowing knowledge 

processes to flow & to develop their own dynamics

— Compare: field metaphor from the concept of enabling

—It is necessary to integrate and entangle these dimensions into a holistic 
entity

—Consistent integration of processes and structures
— The attitude of enabling is the key driver for this integration 

—Design task:
— Find a good balance and configuration of involved parameters, dimensions, and  

functions

—  Need for a dedicated design  process which goes far beyond classical analytical or 
architectural processes

— This process is specific for each type of knowledge work & environment 
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Enabling Spaces
Projects & realizations
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Background

— Multidisciplinary university for tomorrow's decision-makers

— Private institution of higher education | „elite university“

— Founded 2003

— Main objectives:

— Bridging Business, Culture and Politics

— “Pioneering University”

— The uncompromising pursuit of academic curiosity and excellence
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Design challenge

— „High risk thinking, encouragement, confidence, and a culture of enabling“ (J.Derrida)

— Design of a new building complex complementing the current main building on the 
“Seemoser Horn”, as student numbers have increased dramatically (800–1000, 30 depts.)

— Already existing building: old barracks

— New spaces should open new perspectives, stimulating environment

— Supporting communication  & networking

— In cooperation with Camenzind Evolution Architects (Zurich)
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
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—Look & feel
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Research
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Research
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Architectural design
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Credit Suisse | Zurich | CH
New Office Concept | „smart working“

—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany | „Stille Unruhe“

—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany | „Stille Unruhe“

—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany
„Stille Unruhe“
—Architectural design
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Credit Suisse | Zurich | CH
New Office Concept | „smart working“

—Architectural design
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Zeppelin University (ZU) | Fallenbrunnen, 
Friedrichshafen | Germany | „Stille Unruhe“

—Architectural design
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